
 

         

      
   

  

               
             

 

             
            

            
         

Cegos Expert Series  
2-hour, High Impact Skills Sessions for Time-stretched Professionals 

Cegos.com.sg 

In association with 
Menon Network Pte Ltd. 

Supported by 
STADA  



Almost a century of experience 
Turnkey and tailored learning solutions  
(classroom / e-learning / blended learning) 
Operational consultancy - Managed Training 
Services 
Over $230 million USD in revenue 
1,000 employees and more than 3,000 partner 
consultants, operating in 50 countries 
25 million invested in R&D since 2000 
Training 250,000 people a year, a network of      
1 million learners 
12,000 bespoke training projects a year + 1,600 
distance learning courses, in 12 languages 

About the Cegos Group 

Cegos, Europe’s largest training organization, is one 
of the major International players across the Asia 
Pacific region, based at its Regional HQ in 
Singapore, and with operations in China and Hong 
Kong. A network of region-wide Most Valued 
Partners, and Collaborators, ensures Cegos can 
support client training and development from India 
to the Pacific, in any language, consistently and with 
a truly “Think Global, Learn Local” approach. This 
ensures Cegos focuses on training in the Asian 
context, not just in the context of the origin country / 
company.  

Cegos across the Asia Pacific  

learn@cegos.com.sg 
For further information or to register now, please contact:  

Month Date** Topic Experts 

13-Oct The keys to successful problem solving Arnold CHAN 

14-Oct Boost your coaching skills Don RAPLEY 

28-Oct Facilitation skills toolkit Edward FOONG 

November 

04-Nov Enhance your EQ (Emotional Intelligence)  Byron NIFAKIS 

09-Nov Building high performing teams Marco LOW 

11-Nov Leading with impact Don RAPLEY 

16-Nov Unlock your creative thinking Kevin COTTAM 

18-Nov Influencing without authority Marco LOW 

25-Nov Running effective meetings Doreen TEO 

 25-Nov Building strategic capabilities Kannan CHETTIAR 

25-Nov Managing time and priorities effectively Kannan CHETTIAR 

30-Nov Achieving work-life balance  Kevin COTTAM 

30-Nov Motivating ourselves and others Edward FOONG 

Cegos Expert Series Calendar 

Fee:  1 - 4 participants: *SGD 150 per participant 
(Early Bird offer at *SGD 120) 
 

5 participants and above : *SGD 120 per participant  
(Early Bird offer at *SGD 100) 
 

Fee includes: 1 Tea break and workshop materials 

Venue:  152 Beach Road, Gateway East, Level 28,  
Singapore 189721 

October 

*GST applicable 

+65 6827 9751 

Time: 3:00pm to 5:00pm 

Register Online 

#Time: 10:00am to 12:00pm **Early bird fee applied if booking at least 3 weeks in advance of the session 

Half day session 

Date: 17-Oct  

Time: 1:00pm – 5:00pm 

The 5-step successful 
negotiation toolkit  

Delivered by 
Marco LOW 

More details 

Register Online 

SOLD OUT 

SOLD OUT 

SOLD OUT 

SOLD OUT 

http://www.cegos.com.sg/cegos-expert-series/
http://static.cegos.com.sg/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/19161344/The-5-step-successful-negotiation-toolkit-Flyer.pdf
http://www.eventzilla.net/web/event/cegos-expert-series-the-5step-successful-negotiation-toolkit-half-day-session--17oct-2138877135


Edward FOONG 

Cegos Expert Series  

OCTOBER 
 Date  Topic  Expert 

13-Oct The keys to successful problem solving Arnold CHAN 

14-Oct Boost your coaching skills (SOLD OUT) Don RAPLEY 

28-Oct Facilitation skills toolkit Edward FOONG 

Don RAPLEY Arnold CHAN 

   



The keys to successful 
problem solving 
We face all manner of problems in our working lives, from day-to-day issues  and obstacles that 
stop us achieving our working goals, to unexpected  roadblocks in long-term strategic projects. 
Having a structured approach  to tackling these problems that everyone can engage in and 
contribute to  is half the solution. 

The objectives of this bite are to help participants: 

* Understand and apply a problem-solving process 

* Appreciate the role of problem solving in the Continuous  Improvement process 

* Build the support and engagement of teams and stakeholders in  making decisions 

We use a case study throughout the Bite, which helps participants to work  through the different 
stages of the problem-solving process of defining  and analysing the problem, identifying and 
selecting appropriate solutions,  implementing and then evaluating the chosen solution. Tools 
studied  include the Cause and Effect Fishbone approach, Ideas Funnel, Forcefield  Analysis, 
Criteria Rating, Process Flowcharts and Gantt  Charts. 

Available e-Learning modules to create a blended learning 
programme for delegates 

* M018 Problem-solving: tools and methods 

* M153 Effective decision making 

If you do not ask the right  questions, you 
do not get  the right answers. A question  
asked in the right way often points to its 

own answer. Asking questions is the A-B-
C  of diagnosis. Only the inquiring  mind 

solves problems. 

- Edward Hodnett 

“ Date 
13-Oct-2016 

Cegos.com.sg 

learn@cegos.com.sg +65 6827 9751 

Expert 
Arnold CHAN 

Register Online 

http://www.eventzilla.net/web/event/cegos-expert-series-the-keys-to-successful-problem-solving-13oct-2138877139


Boost your coaching skills 
Analysis of top-performing coaches shows that they all follow a simple  structure and sound, 
universal principles for each coaching intervention.  Supporting this structure are key skills that 
ensure that, the coachee  experiences a dialogue that fully engages them and offers them the  
opportunity to identify and take ownership of their own goals, options and  solutions. 

The objectives of this bite are to help participants: 

* Understand what coaching is and what its benefits  are 

* Learn a recognised framework to help them  coach 

* Learn how to give feedback well and ask good  questions 

* Practise skills in a safe environment 

We use the GROW model to provide a structure for the coaching process  and its conversations 
and review. Feedback models include AID and BOOST.  Participants have the opportunity to 
practise the key communication skills  of questioning and listening to raise coachee self-
awareness and generate  ownership and responsibility. 

Available e-Learning modules to create a blended learning 
programme for delegates 

* M152 Becoming a manager/coach 

* M151 Guiding team and individual actions 

Selecting the right person for the right 
job is the largest part  of coaching 

- Phil Crosby “ 
Date 
14-Oct-2016 

Expert 
Don RAPLEY 

Register Online 

Cegos.com.sg 

learn@cegos.com.sg +65 6827 9751 

http://www.eventzilla.net/web/event/cegos-expert-series-boost-your-coaching-skills-14oct-2138877138


Facilitation skills toolkit 
Group activities require strong leadership and facilitation, whether its  for chairing a team meeting, 
managing an idea-generating session or  enabling important decisions to be made. The facilitator 
aims to engage  all participants, stimulate involvement and contribution, and manage group  
dynamics to ensure the time spent is productive and maintains a sense of  progress towards a 
mutually acceptable outcome. 

The objectives of this bite are to help participants: 

* Understand the role of the facilitator 

* Learn a facilitation process 

* Reflect upon some of the tools and techniques that support  the process 

* Discuss effective behaviours 

* Practise some of these processes and skills 

We review a structure process for approaching and handling a facilitation  event and discuss the 
impact of Tuckman’s model of Group Development  on the group’s dynamic. We consider a 
variety of facilitation tools, including  SWOT, Brain Storming, Criteria Weighting, and the 
communication and  conflict management skills required of an effective  facilitator. 

Available e-Learning modules to create a blended learning 
programme for delegates 

* M032 Adult learning mechanisms 

* M030 Facilitating a training session 

Go to the people. Learn from them. Live 
with them.  Start with what they know.  

Build with what they have.  But with the 
best leaders, when the work is done, the  

task accomplished, the people  will say, 
“We have done this  ourselves.” 

 

   
 

“ Date 
28-Oct-2016 

Expert 
Edward FOONG 

Register Online 

Cegos.com.sg 

learn@cegos.com.sg +65 6827 9751 

http://www.eventzilla.net/web/event/cegos-expert-series-facilitation-skills-toolkit-28oct-2138877134


Cegos Expert Series  

November 
 Date  Topic  Expert 

04-Nov Enhance your EQ (Emotional Intelligence)  Byron NIFAKIS 

09-Nov Building high performing teams Marco LOW 

11-Nov Leading with impact Don RAPLEY 

16-Nov Unlock your creative thinking (SOLD OUT) Kevin COTTAM 

18-Nov Influencing without authority Marco LOW 

25-Nov Running effective meetings Doreen TEO 

 25-Nov Building strategic capabilities (SOLD OUT) Kannan CHETTIAR 

25-Nov Managing time and priorities effectively Kannan CHETTIAR 

30-Nov Achieving work-life balance (SOLD OUT) Kevin COTTAM 

30-Nov Motivating ourselves and others Edward FOONG 

Edward FOONG Doreen TEO 

Don RAPLEY 

  

Marco LOW  Byron NIFAKIS 

Kevin COTTAM Kannan CHETTIAR 



Enhance your EQ  
(Emotional Intelligence)  
We all have emotional intelligence – it is often taken for granted that our  way of being/reacting 
and emoting is established, part of who are and  unlikely to change significantly. Training in EI 
borrows from psychology and  strong research and gives the delegate an opportunity to make 
behavioural  adjustments based on insights, both minor and profound. EI as a subject  within 
organisations has emerged as increasingly relevant when related to  team working, leadership and 
personal effectiveness. 

The objectives of this bite are to help participants: 

* Explore the business case for using emotions intelligently in  business 

* Begin to understand and demonstrate the main components of  EI  in business 

* Use an emotional competence framework 

* Reflect on how to recognise and appreciate self-expression in  others 

We consider left and right brain in relationship to EQ, IQ and EQ differences  and review the 
motivational value system, as distinct from attitudes and  behaviours. We explore the filters used 
to interpret what we see, hear and  feel, and review the skills required for managing ourselves – 
self-awareness,  self-regulation, motivation, social competence, empathy and social skills.  
Participants have the opportunity to practise the key communication skills  of questioning and 
listening to raise coachee self-awareness and generate  ownership and responsibility. 

Available e-Learning modules to create a blended learning 
programme for delegates 

* M152 Becoming a manager/coach 

* M151 Guiding team and individual actions 
But once you are in thatfield, emotional 

intelligence  emerges as a much stronger  
predictor of who will be most  successful, 
because it is how  we handle ourselves in 

our  relationships that determines  how 
well we do once we are  in a given job. 

 

- Daniel Goleman 

“ Date 
4-Nov-2016 

Expert 
Byron NIFAKIS 

Register Online 

Cegos.com.sg 

learn@cegos.com.sg +65 6827 9751 

http://www.eventzilla.net/web/event/cegos-expert-series-enhance-your-eq-emotional-intelligence-04nov-2138877131


Building high performing teams 
Teamwork is key for delivering organisational and project goals. Without  good collaboration, 
communication and individuals’ understanding of the  role they play within the wider team, work 
groups will, at best, muddle  through and, at worst, collapse into chaos and  conflict. 

The objectives of this bite are to help participants: 

* Understand the characteristics of a high-performing  team 

* Develop cooperation rules for project or team  work 

* Build a common culture among the group 

Using a selection of team challenges, we discuss critical success factors  for successful 
groupwork. We use Tuckman’s team development stages  to understand the impact on behaviour 
and leadership styles over time,  and discuss Belbin’s team roles to understand the requirements 
for a well-  rounded team. Finally we look at the subject of team culture and working  practices to 
identify actions that can be taken to enhance group dynamics  and performance. 

Available e-Learning modules to create a blended learning 
programme for delegates 

* M151 Guiding team and individual actions 

* M156 Handling emotions within your team 

Individual commitment to a  group 
effort - that is what  makes a team 

work, a  company work, a society 
work,  a civilization work. 

- Vince Lombardi 

“ 
Date 
9-Nov-2016 

Expert 
Marco LOW 

Register Online 

Cegos.com.sg 

learn@cegos.com.sg +65 6827 9751 

http://www.eventzilla.net/web/event/cegos-expert-series-building-high-performing-teams-09nov-2138877125


Leading with impact 
Just like a product being taken to market, leaders need to develop and  promote a brand image 
and identity that is appealing and readily understood  by their target audience. A clearly identifiable 
and unified brand can help  to build confidence, focus, reputation and respect from reports, peers 
and  senior management. 

The objectives of this bite are to help participants: 

* Appreciate the value and role of a strong leadership brand in their  personal and career 
development 

* Develop the core elements that comprise a leadership  brand 

* Apply the skills of respectful challenge 

* Apply appropriate methods and tools to deliver high-impact  communication 

We look at the skills and behaviours that are necessary to develop a strong  leadership identity 
and then to interact with others in an impactful and  engaging manner. Shaping a leadership 
brand requires participants to have  a good understanding of their personal values and principles, 
personality,  and emotional and practical strengths. Participants are encouraged to  consider 
these, before shaping them into a concise central organising  thought. We review core 
communication techniques for presenting this  message for lasting impact and for presenting 
views and differences of  opinion with confidence and respect. 

Available e-Learning modules to create a blended learning 
programme for delegates 

* M159 Leadership best practice 

* M162 Personal impact and charisma in 
leaders 

The very essence of leadership  is that 
you have to have a  vision. It’s got to 
be a vision  you articulate clearly and  

forcefully on every occasion. 
You can’t blow a weak trumpet. 

- Theodore Hesburgh 

“ Date 
11-Nov-2016 

Expert 
Don RAPLEY 

Register Online 

Cegos.com.sg 

learn@cegos.com.sg +65 6827 9751 

http://www.eventzilla.net/web/event/cegos-expert-series-leading-with-impact-11nov-2138877124


Unlock your creative thinking  
Creativity comes more naturally to some people than others. Too often  those less gifted are quick 
to label themselves as ‘not the creative type’  and, in so doing, stifling their creative potential. With 
the right environment  and stimuli, everyone has the capability to develop new and innovative  ideas. 

The objectives of this bite are to help participants: 

* Create an appropriate environment and context for encouraging  creativity 

* Understand the key limiting beliefs and behaviours that stifle creativity 

* Better appreciate the process by which new ideas come  about 

* Apply different tools and techniques to stimulate new  ideas 

We review the conditions and attitudes that can make for a creative or a  ‘creaticidal’ environment 
and discuss the thinking habits that can encourage  or stifle creative thought processes. 
Participants explore the dual roles of  hard and soft thinking (i.e. rational and conceptual) in 
developing new  ideas and practise a series of techniques, such as Brainstorming, Random  
Images and Words, Idea Incubation and de Bono’s Thinking Hats to  generate and evaluate ideas. 

Available e-Learning modules to create a blended learning 
programme for delegates 

* M175 The five secrets of creative  minds 

* M176 Improve your team’s creativity 

Creativity is just connecting things. When 
you ask creative  people how they did 

some-  thing, they feel a little guilty  
because they didn’t really do  it, they just 

saw something. It  seemed obvious to 
them after  a while. That’s because they  

were able to connect  experiences 
they’ve had and  synthesize new things. 

 - Steve Jobs 
 

“ Date 
16-Nov-2016 

Expert 
Kevin COTTAM 

Register Online 

Cegos.com.sg 

learn@cegos.com.sg +65 6827 9751 

http://www.eventzilla.net/web/event/cegos-expert-series-unlock-your-creative-thinking--16nov-2138877127


Influencing without authority 
People at all levels and in all functions need to influence others – be it  colleagues, seniors, staff, 
customers, suppliers or external bodies. The  ability to influence without bullying, threatening, 
trading, pleading or buying-  off requires subtle persuasion which leaves personal dignity intact, 
while  achieving its goal. 

The objectives of this bite are to help participants: 

* Understand the role of power, its sources and how people use it  skilfully to achieve their goals 

* Discuss political challenges using the approach of the skilled  politician 

* Practise influencing without authority; we consider the relationship  triangle and its impact on 
the objectives being  pursued 

Available e-Learning modules to create a blended learning 
programme for delegates 

* M017 Three essential levers for building a winning  cooperation 

* M135 The art of persuading through listening 

The key to successful  leadership 
today is influence,  not authority. 

- Kenneth Blanchard “ 
Date 
18-Nov-2016 

Marco LOW 

Register Online 

Expert 

Cegos.com.sg 

learn@cegos.com.sg +65 6827 9751 

http://www.eventzilla.net/web/event/cegos-expert-series-influencing-without-authority-18nov-2138877126


Running effective meetings 
Too often, internal business meetings are unproductive, unstructured and  take far too much time 
out of the working day. By having vague goals and  unclear expectations of attendees, progress is 
often slow and painful and  participants can be left wondering what value a meeting has added to 
their  day. 

The objectives of this bite are to help participants: 

* Set meeting attendees’ expectations through appropriate preparation 

* Structure, conduct and control meetings to ensure objectives are  met and time is not wasted 

* Handle difficult situations or behaviour to ensure a productive  environment for the meeting 

* Ensure appropriate outcomes and action steps are agreed and  implemented at the end of a 
meeting 

* Improve the efficiency and effectiveness of their  meetings 

Available e-Learning modules to create a blended learning 
programme for delegates 

* M048 Writing minutes 

* M015 Knowing yourself better to communicate better 

A green-light meeting is when the 
decision is made finally  whether or 

not to make a  given picture. 

- Peter Bart 
 

“ 

We use PEPSA (Purpose, End Products, Standards and Agenda) to help  participants prepare 
themselves and their attendees for a productive and  efficient meeting. They practise setting the 
tone at the start of the meeting,  assigning roles and keeping the meeting on track, and closing the 
meeting  in an action-oriented manner. Difficult challenges addressed include late  attendees, 
interruptions, non-participation, conflict and common meeting  disruptors. 

Date 
25-Nov-2016 

Expert 
Doreen TEO 

Register Online 

Cegos.com.sg 

learn@cegos.com.sg +65 6827 9751 

http://www.eventzilla.net/web/event/cegos-expert-series-running-effective-meetings-25nov-2138877121


Building strategic thinking 
capabilities 
Strategic thinking is no longer a once-a-year task performed as part of the  annual strategic 
planning process. More than ever, today’s leaders require  the ability to execute tactically, as well as 
work and think strategically. At all  levels, strategic thinking has become necessary for both short - 
and long-  term success. The key lies not just in individual skills, but also in the ability  to engage 
others in the ongoing strategic process. 

The objectives of this bite are to help participants: 

* Develop an understanding of strategy and its  importance 

* Develop understanding of the key elements of strategic  thinking 

* Review some useful strategic thinking tools 

* Perhaps kick-start a new strategic process for their team, for their  department, or, if they wish, 
for themselves 

Available e-Learning modules to create a 
blended learning programme for delegates 

* M042 The SWOT analysis 

* M077 Strategic vision and activity 
management 

If you are planning for one year,  grow 
rice. If you are planning  for 20 years, 

grow trees. If you  are planning for 
centuries,  grow men. 

- Chinese Proverb 
 

“ 

We review the key elements of the strategic framework and process within  the context of 
understanding what we are aiming for and where we are  starting from. We explore different 
methods for analysis and planning and  support participants in applying the insights straight  away. 

Date 
25-Nov-2016 

Expert 
Kannan CHETTIAR 

Register Online 

Time 
10:00am to 12:00pm 

Cegos.com.sg 

learn@cegos.com.sg +65 6827 9751 

http://www.eventzilla.net/web/event/cegos-expert-series-building-strategic-thinking-capabilities-25nov-2138877120


Managing time and priorities 
effectively 
Time management has been in existence for a long time, but the term  creates a false impression 
because time cannot be managed: we can only  manage ourselves and our use of time. So time 
management is actually  self-management, and all time management skills can be  learned. 

The objectives of this bite are to help participants: 

* Review their time management challenges 

* Consider how the Fourth Dimension can help them manage  themselves and their time 

* Review good and bad practice 

* Review a time management framework 

* Review how to be an effective AND efficient time  manager 

* Experience having to make some time management decisions  through an exercise 

Available e-Learning modules to create a blended learning 
programme for delegates 

* M061 Focusing on your priorities 

* M062 The twelve guidelines of effective 
time  management 

Time is free, but it’s priceless.  You 
can’t own it, but you can  use it. You 

can’t keep it, but  you can spend it. Once 
you’ve lost it you can  never get it back. 

- Harvey MacKay 

“ 

We  consider the Fourth  Dimension  of time  management  –  time creation – and discuss the 
difference between efficiency and effectiveness when  it comes to managing workloads. We review 
how to prioritise your tasks  and delegate effectively where appropriate. We also review tips and 
skills  for managing stakeholder expectations and dealing with interruptions and  distractions. 

Date 
25-Nov-2016 

Expert 
Kannan CHETTIAR 

Register Online 

Cegos.com.sg 

learn@cegos.com.sg +65 6827 9751 

http://www.eventzilla.net/web/event/cegos-expert-series-managing-time-and-priorities-effectively-25nov-2138877123


Achieving work-life balance 
When life is out of balance, it’s not just the individual who suffers the  consequences, but loved 
ones, colleagues and the organisation also.  While the individual struggles with stress, physical 
exhaustion and the guilt  connected to neglecting other areas of their life, personal relationships  are 
put under strain and productivity and effectiveness are reduced.  Approaches to improving work—
life balance that focus purely on time  management techniques fall far short of tackling the 
underlying  causes. 

The objectives of this bite are to help participants: 

* Appreciate the business case for striking the right work—life balance 

* Step back and review all the different elements of their life in  relation with each other 

* Understand the root causes that lead to poor  balance 

* Set goals and create action plans for redressing the  balance 

* Practise protecting their commitments to change 

Available e-Learning modules to create a blended learning 
programme for delegates 

* M171 Staying healthy 

* M224 Strategic time management 

If A is a success in life, then A  equals 
x plus y plus z. Work is  x: y is play: 
and z is keeping  your mouth shut 

- Albert Einstein 
 

“ 

Using the coaching tool The Life Web, participants review their satisfaction  with the different areas 
of their life and consider what their preferred balance  looks like to them. They are encouraged to 
examine and challenge the  personal drivers that lead them to make the choices they do. Reviewing  
key assertiveness principles, participants build confidence in sharing and  protecting their new rules 
for life. Finally we discuss motivational triggers to  help maintain intent when the going gets tough. 

Date 
30-Nov-2016 

Expert 
Kevin COTTAM 

Register Online 

Cegos.com.sg 

learn@cegos.com.sg +65 6827 9751 

http://www.eventzilla.net/web/event/cegos-expert-series-achieving-worklife-balance-30nov-2138877122


Motivating ourselves and others 
Motivation is key to a drive for success – in ourselves, our colleagues,  our organisation. Ideas about 
human motivation provide a general picture  which is  a  useful  foundation on which to build 
effective  influencing  skills, — but each individual, situation and relationship is unique and managers  
need to understand their important role in motivating themselves and their  diverse teams. 

The objectives of this bite are to help participants: 

* Agree what motivation is and how it impacts us, our colleagues  and the organisation 

* Review some core motivation theories 

* Discuss what part ‘pay’ plays in our  motivation 

* Understand motivation in a goal culture 

* Review the relevance of ‘The One Minute  Manager’ 

Available e-Learning modules to create a blended learning 
programme for delegates 

* M142 Fostering and maintaining motivation 

* M028 Maintaining your self-esteem 

The only way of finding the  limits of 
the possible is by  going beyond 

them into the  impossible. 

- Arthur C. Clarke “ 

We spend time defining what motivation is, participants’ experience of it  and the factors that 
motivate them. We review and discuss the central  concepts of motivation: Adair’s Action Centred 
Leadership; McGregor’s  X&Y Theory; Maslow’s Hierarchy; Herzberg’s Hygiene Factors. Participants  
are asked to consider the relevance of the different theories and tools,  and their practical 
application to their own accountability for motivating  themselves and others. 

Date 
30-Nov-2016 

Expert 
Edward FOONG 

Register Online 

Cegos.com.sg 

learn@cegos.com.sg +65 6827 9751 

http://www.eventzilla.net/web/event/cegos-expert-series-motivating-ourselves-and-others-30nov-2138877181


Cegos Expert Series  

Expert Profiles 



Jeremy BLAIN 
Regional Managing Director, Cegos Asia Pacific 

Jeremy is a Fellow of The Institute of Directors, London (FIoD), holds a Masters of Management in 
International Business from the Australian Institute of Business and a BA (hons) from Sheffield 
University (UK).  

Jeremy has a wealth of International experience being previously responsible for Cegos’ strategy for 
international expansion through a value adding Global Distribution Partners Network and before that as 
Managing Director of Cegos U.K.  

A commercially minded, award-winning L&D entrepreneur Jeremy has 14 years’ experience in the 
industry as a managing director, partner, trainer, coach, author and program creator. In previous roles he 
has had a varied career within Retail / FMCG at Procter and Gamble, PepsiCo and as Managing Partner 
of his own point-of-sale software business (focus on health and beauty and hair care retail). Jeremy’s 
roles have included marketing, sales, operations, Executive Board duties, and General Management.  

As one of Cegos’ senior executives, Jeremy is a frequent international conference speaker and media 
commentator on topics related to the global L&D market. Themes include: the leadership and 
management challenges for global organizations as they head to the next workplace shift in the 2020s, 
the integration of emerging and informal learning technologies; the importance of performance 
measurement and proving ROI; developing ‘core’ commercial skills to achieve competitive business 
advantage; and more.  

As a result of his work in the field of Training and Development, Jeremy has been recognized by Stanford 
Who’s Who since 2013. In their words “Jeremy has consistently demonstrated the dedication, vision and 
skills required to be considered among the best”.  

For more details, debate or discussion, you can find Jeremy on LinkedIn 
http://sg.linkedin.com/in/jeremyblain and also on Twitter at http://twitter.com/learntheplanet  

Jeremy has also published a series of over 20 industry white papers on issues relevant to L&D, the future 
of work and more. http://www.slideshare.net/JeremyBlain  

Jeremy Blain is a Managing Partner of Cegos Group, one of the world’s largest professional skills training 
companies operating today, and Regional Managing Director of Cegos Asia Pacific, where he heads up 
the Cegos operations and activities from the company’s Singapore hub, covering India in the West to the 
Pacific countries in the East. Jeremy steered Cegos Asia Pacific in its most industry recognized year in 
2015, garnering 8 separate awards locally and regionally for contributions to HR, L&OD and 
organizational digital transformation across the Asia Pacific.  

  
  
   

   



Function: Trainer and Consultant, Cegos Asia Pacific 

Language: English  

Educational background 
* Diploma in Aerospace Engineering 
* BBA with Distinction from Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology 
* MBA from University of South Australia 

Certifications 
* Professional Member of Project Management Institute (PMI) 
* Certified Strengths Coach, Gallup 
* Trained in LDP, Centre for Creative Leadership (CCL) 
* 7 Habits of Highly Effective Leaders certified facilitator, Covey Leadership Centre 
* Certified Trainer for Kepner Tregoe Problem Solving & Decision Making 
* Six Sigma Black Belt certified | Agile mindset and approach 
* Accredited Conference Speaker, Asia Productivity Organization 

Core competencies and specialization 
* Project Management 
* Organization design and development 
* Strategic Management 
* Innovation Quality 

Career experience 
* Human Digital Technology IT Network B2B Solution Sales  -  2 yrs 
* Over 20 years of teaching/facilitating experiences, coupled with over 25 years in the 

corporate world.   
* Industry practices and consulting with significant achievements in :  IT, Banking,  
* Healthcare, Construction, Manufacturing and government sectors..   
* 3 years working in various parts of USA on a multi-million dollar strategic project in 

partnership with fortune 100 companies as the appointed  Quality Assurance & Project 
Manager. 

Main client assignments 
* Ansaldo STS Asia Pacific  
* Bachy Soletanche 
* Givaudan  
* Soletanche Asia  
* Societe Generale Asia 
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* Managing Knowledge Workers 
* Negotiation, Leadership  
* Business Planning 

Profiling Tools  
* Gallup Strengths Finder 
* PDI 360 
* DISC 
* MBTI 
* FIRO B 

 



Function: Trainer and Consultant, Cegos Asia Pacific 

Language: English, Tamil, Mandarin (basic), Malay (basic) 

Educational Background 
* B. Electrical & Electronic Engineering (Hons) – Nanyang Technological University (Singapore) 
* MBA from University of Birmingham (UK) 
* Advanced Certificate in Training and Assessment 

Core competences and specialisations 
* Leadership, P&L Management, Startup business from ground zero, Entrepreneurialism 
* Thought Leadership  Selling (“Challenge norms and Create a need” methodology)  
* Global Account Management, Marketing (Commercial + Digital Marketing) 
* In-depth Asia experience across multiple market segments enabling a powerful and diverse 

approach incorporating best practices from various industries 
* Public Speaking in multiple seminars and events across Asia  

Career experience 
* 20 years of hard-core Sales, Marketing and Leadership experience in Asia and North 

America across various industries especially in Technology and Professional Services.  

Main client assignments: 
* Dell Computers, Farnell Group, Arrow Electronics, Future Electronics and First Advantage 
* Trained professionals across Asia to sell the “Asia way” with proven self-developed 

techniques 
* Delivers Thought Leadership talks and Master Classes in the region and regularly offers 

insights and perspectives in mainstream newspapers and trade publications 

Kannan CHETTIAR 
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Function: Trainer and Consultant, Cegos Asia Pacific 

Language: English, Working French 

Educational background 
* Bachelor of Science (Canada) 

Certifications 
* Certified Success Coach/NLP Practitioner  
* Certified Coach Mentor (CCM), Certified Tilt Coach 
* Trained Organizational Relationship Systems Coach 
* Values on Line Certified  

Core competences and specialisations 
* Performance, Creativity, Emotional Intelligence 
* Leadership Development  
* Energy Management (Well-being / Stress) 
* Experiential Team Building / Group/Team Coaching 

Career experience 
* 10 years coaching in private and public sector- Middle Managers and Director  
* 10 years at the EU Commission, 10 years with Cegos 
* Over 30 years as Figure Skating Coach, Trainer, Choreographer for elite National, World and 

Olympic Champions; Director and Choreographer of Olympic Closing Ceremonies and 
international touring Skating Shows; award winning Director Of Short Dance Films screened 
globally. 

Main client assignments 
* European Union – Commission Coaching and Training (Europe) 
* Meeting Professionals International, Speaker and Coach (Global)  
* Private Sector (variety) – Values, Missions, Vision Development, Energy, Creativity 
*  (Global), Givaudan, Accenture, Club Med, Mediacorp, ECCO, tmf Dialogue Marketing  

Kevin COTTAM 
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Function: Trainer and Consultant, Cegos Asia Pacific 

Language: English, Chinese, Cantonese 

Educational background 
* Masters of Science (Software Engineering) 

Certifications 
* Facet5 

Core competences and specialisations 
* Recruitment 
* Compensation & Benefits 
* Organization Development 
* Talent Management 
* Succession Planning 
* Performance Management 
* Leadership 
* Sales 
* Communication 
* Customer Service 
* Business Writing 

Career experience 
* USA MNCs – IBM, Coca-Cola, Abbott 
* French MNC – Gemplus 
* GLC - MediaCorp 

Main client assignments 
* Clients in China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Saudi Arabia, Brunei, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, 

Indonesia, Philippines, Vietnam 

Edward FOONG 
SHRP, MPM, JP 
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Function: Trainer and Facilitator, Cegos Asia Pacific 
Author – Mentor – Trainer – Facilitator – Speaker – Investor – Entrepreneur  

Language: Near native in English, Danish, Dutch and German and a further knowledge of  
various European and Asian languages 

Educational Background 
* Master’s in International Management, MBA accredited, from ESCP Europe 
* Bachelor’s Degree in Mandarin Studies, University of Copenhagen 

Core competences and specialisations 
* Author of the book “How to Make Yourself Promotable – 7 Skills to Help You Climb the 

Career Ladder” 
* Communications and ”human” leadership expert 
* More than 15 years of leadership experience in large multinational corporations 
* Worked and lived in 11 different countries 
* Adaptable to train and facilitate diverse groups and employees at all levels 
* Interactive, positive, energized, hands-on and sustained approach to learning and 

development 
 

Learning programmes 
* Using her long-standing corporate expertise, Mette has developed courses based on 

proprietary methods in the followig areas: Leading with Authenticity, Communicating with 
Impact, Sell your Ideas Assertively, Presentation and Listening Skills 
 

Mette JOHANSSON 

Experience in the financial, shipping, chemical, life science and advertisement industry 

Regular contributor to a leading blog for small business owners in Australia: Smallville.com.au 

Chair (facilitator) of a leading business network’s CEO group 
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Function: Trainer and Consultant, Cegos Asia Pacific 

Language: English, Chinese 

Educational background 
* Graduated from The National University of Singapore with Bachelor in Arts & Social Sciences, 

Majored in Economics & Statistics with a minor in Psychology  

Certifications 
* Associate Financial Planner (AFP) 
* DISC Certified  & DOPE Theory Certified.  

Core competences and specialisations 
* Leadership Suite: First Day Readiness for New Managers, Leading With Impact, Adaptive 

Leadership Styles, Performance Management & Talent Developmental Career Map, Sales 
Leadership Management 

* Personal Mastery: Influencing2Win, Assertive Communication, Present Like a Pro, Conflict 
Management 

* Compliance: Know Your Client, Customer Due Diligence Towards Financial Crime Risks,  
* Sales: Consultative Advisory Skills, Emotional Questioning Techniques, Financial Planning, 

Wealth Management Advisory, Retirement & Legacy Planning, Engaging to Perform, 
Prospecting 2 Win.  

Career experience 
* Citibank Consumer Bank Training Director. Championed Citibank in 2009 & 2010 towards 

achieving the Singapore Human Resource Awards – Leading HR Practices Award in 
Learning & Human Capital Development 

* UOB Regional Training Lead for Asian Countries.  
* Multi-award recipient for Wealth Management Advisory, successfully lead sales teams 

towards over achieving their business goals 

Main client assignments 
* GICs – The Temasek Group, Khazanah National Berhad, Malaysia  
* Banking & Finance Industry – HSBC, Standard Chartered Bank, Bank of Singapore, Credit 

Agricole, Juilus Bar, Bank Islam Brunei Darussalam, Brunei,  RHB Malaysia, JP Morgan, 
Credit Suisse,  The Security Bank, Philippines,  Royal Bank of Scotland, Bank of Montreal, 
The Asian Banking School Malaysia. Synergy Financial Planners.  

* Others – Nanyang Polytechnic, Singapore General Hospital, IATA & member airlines, Juffali 
Technical Equipment Company, Juffali Group Saudi Arabia.  

Marco LOW  
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Function: Trainer and Consultant, Cegos Asia Pacific 

Language: English 

Educational background 
* B.Sc. (Hons.) Natural Sciences (Psychology and Anthropology), University of Durham 
* MA in Performance, Mountview Academy of Theatre Arts 

Core competences and specialisations 
* Presentation skills training, Body language assessment and physical awareness coaching, 

Voice work beginners to advanced, Personal impact and first impressions, Audience 
empathy and engagement, Developing self-confidence and self expression, Improvisation 
skills in business, Roleplay scenarios in experiential learning, Shifting mindsets for 
presentation approach, Providing performance feedback. 

Career experience 
* Workshop design and delivery: Presence and Impact Programmes for individuals, teams 

and the general public. 
* Business role play: Training programmes covering issues such as coaching and 

management development, assessment and development centres (eg. auditing, disciplinary 
hearings)challenging conversations (eg. work safety, engaging stakeholders). 

Main client assignments 
* BHP Billiton; Shell; Barclays; Standard Chartered; British American Tobacco; Flamingo; Salt 

PR; Unilever; Petronas; Glaxo Smith Kline; Credit Suisse. 

Victoria MINTEY 
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Function: Trainer and Consultant, Cegos Asia Pacific 

Language: English, French, Greek (basic) 

Educational background 
* B.Eng. Mechanical (Aeronautical), École Polytechnique de Montréal 
* Landmark Education Curriculum for Living 
* Neuro-Linguistic Programming Practitioner 
* Avatar Course, Master Course and Wizard Course 

Certifications 
* Project Management Professional (PMP) - PMI 
* Agile Project Management Practitioner – APMG 
* Scrum Master Certified – SCRUMstudy 
* Certified 5-PATH Hypnotherapist – Calvin Banyan 
* Certified NLP Practitioner – Adam Khoo LTG 

Core competences and specialisations 
* Project Management 
* Business Analysis 
* Health and Wellness 
* Network Marketing 
* Leadership 

Career experience 
* Byron has 20 years experience in Information Technology, as a trainer, project manager, 

pre-sales support, solution architect and operations manager. 
* Byron taught business application usage (8 years) in French and English (Canada), and has 

taught project management and related content (4 years) in English (South-East Asia) 

Main client assignments 
* Dimension Data 
* Datacraft 
* Corduroy&Finch 
* General Motors 
* Hewlett-Packard 
* Singapore Airlines 
* SITA 
* Innovatum Technologies 

Byron NIFAKIS 
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Function: Trainer and Consultant, Cegos Asia Pacific 

Language: English, French 

Certifications 
* Certified Coach Transformance France (Vincent Lenhardt) 
* Member ICF International Coach Federation 
* Accredited practitioner for MBTI and DiSC 

Core competences and specialisations 
* Designing and delivering leadership development programs for Senior Leaders, Project 

Managers and High Potentials. 
* Developing high performing teams, building stakeholder and team relationships based on 

trust, good listening and questioning skills,  giving constructive feedback and measuring 
team performance. 

* Communicating effectively, presence and personal impact, presenting in English. 
* Designing mentoring and coaching skills programs for managers. 
* Executive coaching, particularly for managers working in French or Anglo Saxon 

environments in challenging multicultural situations. 

Career experience 
* Wide range of leadership, training and coaching experience in multicultural and international 

environments.  
* Worked extensively in Europe, Asia, USA and the Middle East and is based part time in 

Singapore.  
* Before moving into developing people, he was with Marks & Spencer, involved in growing 

and adapting the chain of retail stores for the Continental European market, firstly as a Store 
Manager, then as a Regional Manager, Store Operations Manager and Divisional 
Commercial Controller 

Main client assignments:  

Experience has been across Healthcare, Oil and Gas, IT services, Banking, Audit & Consulting, Travel 
and Hospitality, Food & Drink, Retail, Aeronautics and Space Engineering. Organizations: 

* GE Healthcare 
* Pullman Hotels 
* Total 
* Technip 
* SBM Offshore 

Don RAPLEY 

* Société Générale 
* BNP 
* Safran 
* Axway 
* Sage 

* EDF 
* Air France 
* Criteo 
* KDS  
* ESSEC Singapore 
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Function: Trainer and Consultant, Cegos Asia Pacific 

Language:  English, Mandarin (conversational) 

Educational Background 
* Master of Education (Training and Development) 
* Bachelor of Arts (Hons) 

Certifications 
* ICF Accredited Coach/ Corporate Coach U Graduate 
* Certified NLP Practitioner 
* Certified in Hogan Assessments & Workplace Big 5 Profile 
* Member of BP faculty delivering leadership courses for employees in Asia Pacific.  
* Mindgym coach delivering bite-sized training to busy executives.  

Core competences and specialisations 
* Coaching for executives and leaders to achieve breakthroughs and thrive on challenging 

changes at various stages of their career (career direction, performance and advancement, 
leadership and new transition etc.) 

* Training/facilitation  pertaining to intra-interpersonal issues and leadership development - eg. 
career development and management, change and transition, coaching and facilitation, 
communication and influence,  counseling skills, diversity and inclusion, effective planning 
and stress management etc.  

Career experience 
* Over 18 years of practitioner-based experience in both public and private sectors 

empowering clients to maximize their potential and performance through deeper 
understanding and management of their thoughts, emotions and behavior.   

* Doreen has coached and trained various levels of executives, from Senior Directors to new 
managers, in self management, people management and leadership issues.  

Main client assignments: 
* IT 
* Banking/Finance 
* FMCG 
* Pharmaceutical  
* Government sector industries 

Doreen TEO 
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Cegos Asia Pacific Pte Ltd 
152 Beach Road, Gateway East, Level 28, Singapore 189721 

+65 6827 5632 learn@cegos.com.sg www.facebook.com/cegosapac 

www.cegos.com.sg   |  www.cegos.com.cn  |  www.elearning-cegos.com 

learn@cegos.com.sg 

For further information or to register now, please contact:  

+65 6827 9751 

Click here to 
Register Online 

http://www.cegos.com.sg/cegos-expert-series/
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